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Goodwill Communications distributes public service ad campaigns to the media for the benefit of society
















Strategy & Media
We work with our clients to think through the details of

distribution timing, media mix and audience segmentation






 





Promotion
Includes media outreach,

development of collateral and tactical placement of campaign assets on platforms where media outlets source for PSAs





 





Distribution
Utilizing the latest distribution technologies and strategies

with best in class partners across all media categories





 


























Evaluation
Knowing what kind of support your campaign receives justifies the investment and where your message is being seen





 





PSA Digital
Our internal digital distribution download site where all PSAs in current distribution can be viewed and downloaded in several formats.





 





Creative Services
We collaborate with clients and their external agencies to create TV, radio and outdoor master files ready for distribution.





 












OUR CASE STUDIES
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 Reducing Global Poverty 
Since 1896 Volunteers of America has supported and empowered America’s most vulnerable groups, including veterans, at-risk youth, the frail elderly, men and women returning from prison, the homeless, people with disabilities, and those recovering from addictions.
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 Reaching Your Stakeholders – Social Security Administration 
To gain a better understanding of public perceptions about the social security issue, SSA launched a consumer research project conducted by the Gallup Corporation, titled: “Public Understanding Measurement System” (PUMS). The key findings of the survey are shown in the graphic. On a less positive note, the PUMS data indicates a reduced level of knowledge among several demographic groups, including those in the 30-49 age bracket, African-Americans and Asian-Americans. From the research, two things became clear:
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 Helping Our Veterans – DAV – Disabled American Veterans 
Even as the total population of America’s veterans shrinks, increasing numbers of U.S. troops have left the military with damaged bodies and minds – a large pool of disabled veterans that will cost the country billions of dollars for decades to come.
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 Helping Youth Reach Their Full Potential 












more case studies
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Stephen Maroon
Peace Corps
Former Marketing Manager
I worked with Goodwill Communications for 5 years when managing the PSA campaigns for the Peace Corps. During the seven years that Goodwill Communications distributed Peace Corps PSAs, we generated 782,000 leads, and 18,028 Volunteers actually joined. While there was an active direct mail program and college recruiting efforts during this time, paid advertising was minimal, meaning that PSAs contributed to the lion’s share of recruiting leads. What more can I say about their work?
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Thomas Rash
Creative Services Department U.S. Navy Recruiting Command
Director
I managed the Audio-Visual Department for the Navy Recruiting Command when Goodwill Communications was hired to revamp our entire PSA program in 1985. They did an incredible job in terms of lowering our costs, developing more strategic distribution plans, re-positioning our PSAs to get more airtime, and using new tools to evaluate impact. Because they have experience in paid advertising – which very few distributors have – that helped us to integrate the PSA program into our overall advertising program and attain our recruiting goals.



















James Baumann – CEO

James@GoodwillCommunications.com

845-319-2048

New York Office


















Barbara Nitschke – VP, Administration

Barbara@GoodwillCommunications.com

703-646-5962

Northern Virginia
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